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Abstract 
 
The Hall-Héroult process is the most commonly used process for aluminium production 
through an electrolytic reduction of alumina dissolved in an electrolytic bath at 960 ͦ C. The 
voltage drop for the anode group represents about 8% of the total cell voltage. The 
resistance between the connections that link the different parts of the anode assembly 
causes the increase the anode voltage during the electrolysis process. The factors affecting 
the anodic voltage drop, temperature and stresses distribution were investigated using the 
finite element method (FEM). These factors included the stub diameter, thimble flutes 
number and steel stub number. Thermal and electrical measurements were carried out on 
ten prebaked anodes cells to verify and validate the modelled result. In this paper, study 
the electro thermal model under the influence of mechanical loading of the anode assembly 
confirmed that the design of the steel stubs (in terms of diameter and number) are the 
main factors that greatly influence the reduction of the anodic voltage, while the thimble 
flutes number might have a little effect on the anodic voltage drop. 

Introduction 

        The Hall-Héroult process for the electrolytic 

reduction of alumina was patented at 1886 and is still 

currently the only industrial process for the 

production of aluminium. It is based upon the electro 

reduction of alumina in an electrolytic bath using 

anode blocks at about 960 ͦ C [1]. The actual energy 

consumption of this process is ranged between 13- 14 

kWh/kg aluminium [2], while the theoretical value is 

about 6.34 kWh/kg aluminium at 977 ͦC [1-3]. 

Lowering the anodic voltage drop (Avd) by 1 mV can be 

saved 3.2 kWh/ kg aluminium [4]. Hence, a massive 

efforts has been invested to reduce the electrical 

energy consumption to be 11kWh/kg aluminium by 

2020 [5]. Therefore, smelter operators see this as an 

effective way to reduce energy consumption in the 

Hall-Héroult cell. Previous studies concluded that the 

best approach to improve the energy efficiency can be 

achieved by the anodic voltage saving [4-8]. 

Most aluminium smelters currently operate at a 

total cell voltage of about 4.2 volts [9]. The voltage 

loss on the anode assembly represents about 8% of 

the total cell voltage [10]. Most of consumed energy 

is found in the contact area between the cast iron and 

carbon block [3]. 

The steel stubs are placed in holes in the anode block, 

and between them a cast iron is casted. The cast iron 

significantly shrinks after freezing, and an air gap leads 

to a significant decrease in the electrical conductivity 

of the anode block when installed in the cell [11]. The 

size of the air gap is determined based on the voltage 

drop value when connecting the anode [7, 11, 12]. 

When the anode assembly is immersed into the 

molten electrolyte during cell operation at 960 °C, the 

heat penetrates through the anode block and 

transfers to the rest of the anode assembly by 

conduction phenomena. Subsequently, the steel stub 

expands over time because of the elevated 

temperature.  

In addition the anode block has to be changed after 

regular times, and the stubs must be repaired before using 

in another anode cycle [13]. Deterioration of the stubs has 

a negative effect on the anode performance [5, 14]. The 

resistance for electrical and thermal interface has a 

significant effect on the AVD [4]. 

Ali et al. [15] investigated various types of cast iron, 

and compared with the existing high phosphorous gray 

iron (HPGI). The voltage saving between gray iron with 

carbon equivalent =4.5 and the HPGI was 23 mV. 

Molenaar et al. [16] have proved that anode design 

is the key option to increase amperage with reduce in 

voltage drop by using 3D FEM for anode assembly. 

         Jing Liu et al. [17] developed 3D different surfaces of 

anode structure using ANSYS, to study the influence of 

current, temperature, thermal stresses, and voltage drop 

distribution over anode assembly.  
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Jeddi [8] developed  TEM model of a whole hexapod 

anode assembly, and showed that as the stub diameter 

increases the AVD decreases.   

Additionally, Brimmo et al. [18] have presented 

alleviating procedures for the anodic voltage drop (AVD) 

problem. These procedures included choosing suitable 

thermal and mechanical properties for steel stubs and 

adjusting the thimble geometry in order to increase the 

contact area. These procedures helped to reduce the 

resistance of the electrical contact, and thus reducing the 

voltage drop on the anode. 

A FEM is considered as an effective analysis tool that 

has diversity and flexibility [19, 20].  

The aim of this study is using the FEM to study and 

characterization the thermal-electrical-mechanical (TEM) 

behavior of the anode assembly based on actual 

measurements carried out on ten cells for validation of the 

model. The stub diameter, thimble flutes number, and 

steel stub number were investigated to obtain the best 

design. 

Model analysis and Experimental works 

A. Thermo-electro-mechanical model  

FEM based on the ANSYS academic student v16.1 

workbench [21] was employed for solving the partial 

differential numerical equations of the anode assembly at 

Egyptalum smelter. The used model for analysis includes 

all the necessary information for each step of numerical 

solution: geometry preparation, suitable element for the 

analysis and meshing, preparation of the material 

properties, boundary conditions, solution of system 

equations, model verification visualization, and output of 

results.  

The major challenge in constructing a finite element 

is in a geometry creating, meshing and model boundary 

condition description. The used anode consists of 

aluminium stud, steel yoke and four steel stubs. The steel 

stubs are placed in the holes in anode block and joined 

using HPGI.  

The basic steps for anode modeling are illustrated in 

Figure 1(a, b). The holes dimensions in the anode block, 

flutes dimension and number are mentioned elsewhere 

[22]. The transition joint between aluminium stud and 

stub is neglected in this study. Tetrahedral element was 

selected as a suitable element for the model analysis and 

meshing to underestimate the strain and stress level and 

to increase the rigidity of the mechanical properties [7]. 

The most important selection points is to apply a fine mesh 

at locations, where the temperature, voltage and stress 

distribution are expected to be high [23].  

The used meshing methods were sizing and contact sizing 

method, the sizing method was implemented in two 

stages. The first one was applied to the body of cast iron 

with element size of 0.02 meters, and the second was 

applied to the rest parts of the model with element size of 

0.05 meters. The contact sizing was applied at all contacts 

regions with element size of 0.01m.  

Number of elements and nodes of the model were 

122767 and 222239, respectively. The material properties 

of the anode assembly have been reported elsewhere [5, 

8, 10, 24, 25]. 

B. Boundary conditions  

The detailed of thermal and electrical boundary conditions 

used in this study were discussed in elsewhere [17, 34]. 

Temperature-dependent thermal, electrical and 

mechanical properties were applied. The heat will mainly 

flow out from the top surface of anode, yoke surfaces, 

steel stub and aluminium stud. The convective heat 

transfer coefficients are calculated for each part of anode 

assembly and mentioned elsewhere [24]. Anode surfaces 

were flat and the selected anode is assumed to be 

representative of cell behavior. Immersion height of the 

anode into the bath is 150 mm with bath temperature of 

960 °C. The connected bio-metal between steel stub and 

aluminium stud was neglected. The contact resistance of 

cast iron and carbon block, and stub and cast iron is 

assumed to be a constant. Zero voltage is prescribed at the 

bottom of anode block. 8917 A is applied at the top surface 

of the aluminium stud [26, 34]. The impact of air gap on 

the contact resistances varied with temperature and 

pressure and taken into account as mentioned elsewhere 

[23, 24]. The air gap decreases as the stub diameter 

increases at different positions of the contacted area, and 

hence increases the contact resistance of the anode 

connection [23, 24]. Effect of yoke bending and impact of 

stubs deterioration on their geometry is not quantified 

and don't tak en into account in this study. 

To mimic the actual cell, the anode block was fixed at the 

top of the aluminium stud, where clamped to the anode 

beam of the cell as shown in Figure 2. The applied 

mechanical loads in the model are the force (A) resulting 

from the weight of the anode carbon block and steel stub 

on the bath, and the applied force ( C) is at the bottom of 

the anode block taken into account the buoyancy force 

exerted by the bath. These forces similar to previous 

publications [5, 8, 27-29].  Weight of anode assembly was 

considered. It is hypothesized that no internal force is 

generated. 

A coupling of TEM model under a steady-state condition 

of the cell was achieved taking into account the 

mechanical contact due to thermal expansion, ohmic 

heating, displacement and electrical contact resistance. 

The thermal– electrical problem was first solved and used 

to update the model's thermal solution. The obtained 

result fed to the mechanical problem. This result 

influences again the initial temperature distribution which 

leads to new processing of the thermal– electrical 

problem. Once the TEM solutions are done, the problem is 

converged. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/238501465_Thermo-Electro-Mechanical_Characterization_of_Anode_Interfaces_at_Operating_Conditions
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(a)                                                                                       (b) 

Figure 1 (a) Anode assembly dimensions[22], and (b) meshed model. 

 

Figure 2 Mechanical boundary conditions of the finite element model. 

 
C. Thermo-electro-mechanical equations 

  
The details of thermo-electro-mechanical equations are 

found elsewhere [21, 34]. 

D. Experimental work 

Ten prebaked cells working at 214 kA with twenty four 

anodes per cell were selected at Egyptalum smelter (End 

to End arrangement) to measure the temperature and 

voltage of various positions on the anode assembly as 

illustrated in Figure 3. An infrared thermometer (Fluke 568 

instrument device) was used to measure the 

temperatures. Emissivity compensation is only effective in 

temperature measurements, so the emissivity value varies 

with change the used material [30]. The emissivity of 

aluminium stud, steel stubs, cast iron and carbon block 

used in anode modeling were taken as 0.4, 0.88, 0.81, and 

0.9, respectively. The AVD was measured using Fluke 87 V 

millimeter [31]. 
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Figure 3 Locations of temperatures measurement (C1 to C8- denote to carbon-, S1 to S5 denote to steel-, and A1- denotes 
to aluminium) and voltage measurement (numbers 1 to 6) on the anode assembly. 
  

Results and Discussion 

A. Measurements results 

The measured temperatures at the selected positions 

on the anode for ten cells and its comparison with 

modelled results are shown in Table 1. The temperature 

increases with moving down towards the bottom of the 

anode. The average temperatures of aluminium stud, 

yoke, stubs and carbon block are 166, 366, 404 and 503°C, 

respectively. The measured AVD is 342.7 mV (see Table. 2). 

Maximum voltage drop was observed between steel stub 

and carbon block. 

 

Table 1 Measured temperatures on the anode assembly for ten cells and its comparison with the modelled results. 

Cell No. 616 618 620 621 623 626 627 628 632 633 Average 
measured 

temp. 

Modelled 
temp. 

P.D. 
, % Anode block No. 5 15 3 17 17 8 8 8 2 8 

Title Location Measurement temperatures, oC 

A
lu

m
in

iu
m

 s
tu

d
   

 

A1 

 

 
154 

 

 
166 

 

 
165 

 

 
170 

 

 
172 

 

 
158 

 

 
151 

 

167 

 

 
180 

 

 
179 

 

 
166 

 

 
169 

 

 
2 

St
e

e
l 

yo
ke

 

S5 357 360 387 355 376 367 355 352 378 380  
366 

 
340 

 
8 

 
S6 360 358 360 357 374 356 362 355 378 385 

S7 300 320 318 323 332 327 299 310 305 330 313 - - 

St
e

e
l s

tu
b

s S1 365 369 382 375 354 380 380 370 384 440 389 425 8 

S2 395 402 410 399 402 418 389 385 398 420 403 411 2 

S3 394 399 415 402 410 425 406 411 397 425 409 413 1 

S4 420 395 412 403 408 416 412 396 405 433 414 428 3 

C
ar

b
o

n
 b

lo
ck

  

C1 500 525 544 506 535 558 540 537 532 489  
 
 

503 

 
 
 

490 

 
 
 

3 

C2 510 518 542 495 527 546 510 522 519 544 

C3 500 517 523 512 544 532 498 498 507 571 

C4 508 514 520 505 533 541 501 497 496 552 

C5 498 505 515 502 520 533 495 491 503 470 

C6 502 510 532 511 523 544 497 512 501 540 

C7 505 530 542 511 521 545 533 522 512 545 

C8 455 462 433 452 450 441 429 435 425 465 
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Table 2. Measured voltage drop on the anode assembly for ten cells and its comparison with the modelled results. 
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(6
) 

A
lu

m
.-

C
ar

b
o
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  (
1

) 

616 5 20 20 133 139 32 342   

618 15 22 22 129 140 34 344 

620 3 24 21 126 137 33 345 

621 17 21 24 134 132 35 348 

623 17 19 24 125 140 36 341 

626 8 21 22 125 141 35 342 

627 8 30 19 130 135 32 340 

628 8 20 19 124 164 30 340 

632 2 21 20 134 138 31 341 

633 8 19 21 125 145 30 344 

Average 21.7 21.2 128.5 141.1 32.8 342.7 355 3 

B. Validation of the base model 

Model validation was considered an important step when 

creating a mathematical model [32]. The base model was 

validated in the following items: 

- In the thermal model, the percentage difference (P.D) of 

temperature between the measured and modelled results 

don't exceed 10% as shown in Table 1. This percentage is 

acceptable to validate the thermal model. Small differences 

(1- 3 %) in temperature are observed between modelled 

and measured values at locations A1, S2, S3 and S4 and C5. 

Maximum temperature difference (8%) is observed in steel 

yoke (S5) and at steel stub location (S1). The low in the P.D 

is agreed with the data published elsewhere [7], where the 

P.D between the predicted and measured values varied 

from 2 to 13%. 

- In the electrical model, the AVD is 355 mV. While the P.D 

between the modelled and the measured (342.7 mV as 

shown in Table 2) result is about 3%. Also, this percentage 

is adequate to validate the electrical model as discussed 

elsewhere [5, 7].  

- In the mechanical model, the validity of this model can 

be confirmed by making the free-body diagram of 

pressures operating on the steel stubs as shown in Figure 

4 (a, b). Two types of forces (force due to the weight of 

carbon block on the bath and the applied force at the 

bottom of the anode block taking into account the 

buoyancy force exerted by the bath) were applied to the 

steel stubs as illustrated in Figure 2. These forces led to the 

appearance of maximum pressure in the middle of the 

steel stubs as illustrated in Figure 4 (a), and this 

corresponds to the result of the free body diagram Figure 

4 (b). 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (a)    

 

                                                                                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (b) 

Figure 4 (a) Distribution of applied forces in steel stubs 
and (b) free body diagram for steel stubs. 
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Results and Discussion of the Cases Studies 
Three cases were investigated in this study. Temperature, 

voltage, and pressure distribution of these cases were studied and 

compared to the base case. The boundary conditions were 

standardized for all cases, as in the base case.   

Case 1: Effect of deterioration and enlargement of stub 
diameter on the voltage drop and principal stress 
The designed stub diameter (130 mm) was changed to various 

diameters (110, 120, 140, 150, 160 and 170 mm), which represent the 

different stages of deterioration or size enlargement of the stub 

diameter. In each case studied, the hole diameter in the anode block 

doesn't change (195 mm), while the stub diameter changed. This 

means that cast iron thimble has changed and hence the mass of cast 

iron has changed. The results showed a decrease in the AVD with 

increasing stub diameter (Figure 5). Increasing the voltage drop is 

caused by decreasing the contact resistance, and this is based on the 

air gap between steel stub and carbon block.  If the cast iron thimble 

size is reduced, this position may cause the anode mass to fall into the 

electrolytic bath. So, choosing the optimum stub diameter depends 

directly on the mechanical aspects. The relationship between stub 

diameter and maximum principal stress (MPS) on the steel stubs also 

shown in Figure 5. MPS decreases from 2.93 MPa at the stub diameter 

of 110 mm to 1.85 MPa at the stub diameter of 110 mm and then 

increases for the stub diameter more than 140 mm. The increase in 

MPS after stub diameter 140 mm may be due to the decrease in cast 

iron thickness. The calculated data were significantly lower than the 

maximum experimental value of tension stress, estimated at 8 MPa 

[29]. This result indicates the stub diameter of 140 mm with hole 

diameter 195 mm and 22.5 mm gap filled with cast iron is safe from 

all side of thermal and mechanical aspects. 

 
Figure 5 Relation between stub diameter with maximum voltage drop and maximum principle stress. 

 

Case 2: Effect of cast iron thimble flutes number on the anodic 

voltage drop 

The various number of cast iron thimble flutes (4, 5, and 7) were 

simulated with the optimum design of stub diameter from case 1 (140 

mm) and compared with the base flutes design (6). Table 3 

summarized the comparison between the different numbers of flutes  

with the AVD. It can be seen that the maximum AVD decreases from 

349 to 344 mV when the flutes number increase from the 6 to 7. 

This result means that 1 mV can be saved by increasing the number 

of flutes from 6 to 7. However, it is important to note that 7 flutes 

require approximately 4.13% more in cast iron compared with the 

base case. So, the thimble flutes number might have a little effect on 

the design of anode stub hole.

Table 3 Relationship between numbers of flutes with anodic voltage drop. 

Number of flutes Contact area, m2 Cast iron volume, m3 Cast iron mass, kg Voltage drop, mV 

4 0.140 0.00106 7.753 349 

5 0.146 0.00110 8.102 346 

6 0.152 1.15E-03 8.451 345 

7 0.158 1.20E-03 8.800 344 
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Case 3: Effect of steel stubs number on the temperature, 

voltage drop, and principal stress of the anode assembly  

Effect of changing the number of steel stubs from the designed value 

(4) to 3 and 5 was investigated on the anode temperature, AVD and 

MPS. The optimized results from the previous cases were taken into 

account (stub diameter of 140 mm, yoke height of 80 mm and cast 

iron thimble flutes number of seven) during this case. Electric 

potential in the anode block more distributed in 5 steel stubs as 

compared with 4 or 3 steel stubs. The AVD decreases from 370 to 344, 

and 333 mV with increasing the steel stubs number from 3, 4, and 5, 

respectively. This result means that 11 mV can be saved by increasing 

the number of stubs from 4 to 5. W. Li, et.al [6] has reported that the 

same numbers of steel stubs (3, 4 and 5) were used in other design. 

Their results showed a decrease in the AVD from 397 to 310 mV at 

different operation conditions. Figure 6 (a, b) represents a voltage 

drop at various stub number (4 and 5). As assumed in the boundary 

conditions that the bottom of the anode block was set to zero voltage. 

Thus, it can be concluded that the electric potential at the top of the 

aluminium stud represents the maximum AVD. The maximum AVD 

decreases with increasing the number of steel stub from 4 to 5. The 

central stubs appear to have the highest voltage-drop, and this result 

can be explained by the electric current moves throughout the 

shortest possible path to the bottom of the carbon block. On the 

other hand, the MPS decreases with increasing the steel stub from 

2.16 ×105 to 2.07 × 105 Pa. Moreover, increase the stress in the 

center of the anode block agree with the assumption that the 

compressive stress in the anode block increases due to radial pressure 

caused by yoke bending [7]. 

 

                                           

 

 

 

 

                                             

                                                     (a)                                                                                                                                     (b) 

Figure 6 Anodic voltage drop distribution for (a) 4 and (b) 5 steel stubs 

 

The mechanical stress distribution over steel stub is shown in Figure 

7 (a, b). The MPS decreases from 1.7E6 to 1.32E6 Pa with increasing 

the steel stub number. This result agreed with the calculations in 

Figure 4 that the MPS appears in the middle point of steel stub, and 

decreases with increasing the stub number [33]. The negative stress 

values in these figures are compressive stress and maybe cause 

fatigue or breakdown. 

         

                 (a) 
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                       (b) 

Figure 7 Stress distribution models of the steel stub numbers for (a) 4 and (b) 5. 
 

Conclusions 

A numerical study of three-dimension thermal-electrical under 

mechanical loading of anode assembly was investigated using a FEM 

program (ANSYS). The base model was validated based on real 

measurements at Egyptalum smelter. The obtained result showed 

good agreement of temperature, voltage and stress distribution. The 

results showed that stub diameter of 140 mm is the optimum design 

of providing a minimum voltage-drop (344 mV as compared with 355 

mV for the base design) and minimum stress (1.85 MPa for 140 mm 

as compared with 1.93 MPa for 130 mm). The electric potential in 

carbon anode with 5 stubs was more evenly distributed and more 

saving in electrical energy. The anodic voltage drop decreases from 

344 to 333 mV with increasing the steel stubs number from 4 to 5, 

respectively. Finally, this numerical study provides an optimum 

operating parameters that could improve the cells performance in 

general and the Egyptalum smelter in particular. 
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